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IN THE LIFE OF A PERSON IN THE 21th CENTURY,
CALM MOMENTS AND THE ENJOYMENT OF QUALITY
TIME ARE AS SIGNIFICANT AS CAREER AND FAMILY.
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High quality European production
21st century green technology
SINCE THE COMPANY WAS FOUNDED IN 2003, MORE AND MORE PEOPLE ARE
CHOOSING WELLIS PRODUCTS, NOT ONLY IN OUR HOME COUNTRY, BUT
THROUGHOUT EUROPE. WITH THE PURSUIT FOR A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE, THE
DEMAND FOR QUALITY WELLNESS PRODUCTS IS ON THE RISE.
Thanks to continuous growth and development, Wellis Magyarország Zrt. is now
the largest spa manufacturer in Europe. As a domestic producer, it is the market
leader amongst the wellness equipment manufacturers and distributors of Hungary.
Production of pools and spas happen in two separate departments, in an area of
altogether 18.000 square meters (approximately 190.000 square feet), with the
involvement of 400 people.
Owing to the significant growth in capacity, every year 20.000 families can enjoy
wellness experiences provided by Hungarian-made spas and sanitaryware!
Every developing company’s history has major milestones. For Wellis, the latest of
these came only a few months ago: in December 2015 we opened a 10.000 square
meters (approximately 110.000 square feet) large production hall. The building of the
complex equipped with enormous, cutting edge manufacturing tools was motivated by the rising demand of the market and the pursuit of quality manufacturing
technology.

wellis factory video
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we are present
Wellis is working with more than 300 international partners and a widespread
domestic partner network, runs a manufacturing and logistic center that now takes
up a 27.500 square meters (approximately 300.000 square feet) area.
At our manufacturing plant of 10.000 square meters (approximately 110.000 square
feet ) completed in December 2015, we began manufacturing not only spas, but swim
spas as well. Halfway through 2016 we finished building our 5.000 square meters
(approximately 55.000 square feet) large warehouse.

MORE THAN 400 OF OUR DEDICATED COLLEAGUES ARE
WORKING FOR YOUR SATISFIED SMILE
EVERY YEAR MORE THAN 20 EXPOS WORLDWIDE
There is no better proof of the international recognition Wellis receives than
recognitions awarded to our products at numerous international expos. These show
the results of excellent quality and more than 10 years worth of professional experience.

MORE THAN 500 sales points WORLDWIDE
9000 SPAS PRODUCED EVERY YEAR
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Quality assurance
Our quality is continuously benchmarked against the highest German production Standards under the TÜV certification protocol
that we subscribe to. This ensures we constantly meet and exceed
all relevant International quality standards.
•

We are proud of this commitment to excellence and the clear differentiation from
our market competitors that it affords us.

•

Our TÜV certificate guarantees that our products are of excellent quality, and are
regularly and independently monitored to meet and exceed the highest manufacturing standards.

•

energy consumption test
consumption of hot tubs with 2 pumps

Hot tubs produced by Wellis are designed to provide luxury
and comfort in addition to maintenance costs so you don’t
have to worry just enjoy the benefits of your Wellis hot tub
and relax.

4,1-7,4°C

average temperature

The CE label on all our products reassures our customers that the design and
build meets or exceeds all relevant EU standards.

PRODUCT WARRANTY
•

10 years warranty on the Shell structure of the SPA
The manufacturer extends to the user of the SPA a 10 years warranty that the
shell will maintain its structural integrity and configuration and be free of water
loss due to a defect in the SPA shell.

•

7 years warranty on the Shell surface of the SPA
The manufacturer provides to the user of the SPA a 7 years warranty against
blistering, cracking, or delamination of the SPA’s shell.

•

•

3 years warranty on the Cabinet of the SPA
The manufacturer warrants the SPAs cabinet to be free from defects in material for 3
years. This warranty specifically covers peeling, cracking or shrinking. Fading and
weathering of the surface will occur naturally over time, and are not considered
to be warrantable defects.
3 years on the control box and the display module
The manufacturer warrants the display and the SPA control box (heating included) against defects in materials and workmanship or any defect for three years.
According to the electrical components this warranty is not given on fuses, bulbs
and gaskets.

37°C
the water
temperature
is set at 37°C

24 h

30 min

hot tub consumption
in 24 hours:

hot tub consumption
in 30 minutes

7,26 kW/h
~1,45 €/day*

1,086 kWh/30 min
~21¢ /30 min*

*The indicated prices are informative, the service price of energy consumption depends on the power supplier’s tariff.
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Poli-MAX™ reinforcement
Our spa’s shell is a technological triumph, we have developed an
entirely eco-neutral Acrylic/Abs/Polymer laminate system that
results in a stronger, lighter, more stable, eco friendly and ultimately bio degradable product.

eco-friendly
technology
It even self insulates for both heat and sound, significantly lowering running costs
as well as making our spas probably the quietest as well as safest for your family
you can buy.

Some benefits of POLI-MAX™ reinforced spa body
•

Highly effective sound insulation, probably the quietest Spas available – take a
spa whenever it pleases you and it won’t annoy the neighbours!

•

Highly effective heat insulation – which means a longer time between heating
intervals - reduced electricity costs!

•

Ecologically sound product, easily degradable, (unlike fibreglass it does not give
off any hazardous styrol gas). Thus it is not classes as hazardous and meets all
relevant EU standards.

Acrilyc outer surface with
antimicrobial treatment.

ABS polymer layer to
further increase impact
resistance and strength.

Medium density robotically applied polyurethane for
added strength plus acustic and thermal insulation.
The cushioned no-stress support pads are embedded
into this layer.
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Hot tub insulation & structure
Effective insulation is extremely important for hot tubs in order to
reduce running costs to a minimum. The triple “Reflective Thermal
Barrier” (RTB) insulation of WELLIS spas utilizes thermal gains from the
spa’s equipment, collecting any waste heat energy and reflecting it back
into the plumbing and shell, whilst keeping out the colder outer air.
We’ve even built our RTB system into our Thermal Spa covers which also have a special reflective foil coating beneath them to bounce rising heat back into the spa water. This integrated
energy management system means Wellis Spas are exceptionally economical to own.
Many spa manufacturers still use discredited spray foam insulation whilst, a few still mount
the spa equipment, actually outside the spa cabinet, beneath the steps.
These old legacy systems are both outdated as well as expensive to run and damaging to our
environment.
The spa heatmap picture is an infrared image of a Wellis spa which shows the efficiency of the
RTB system. The persons face is red, indicating a high heat loss, whilst the pastel green and
blues of the Wellis spa indicate a very low heat loss as almost all the heat is kept inside the spa
and cabinet.
Scandinavian insulation - option
For extreme climates we offer the option of our “Scandinavian” insulation. This has a much
higher insulation rating with triple layer Polyfoam panels and additional under spa rim and
floor pan insulation. Only recommended for extreme sub zero temperatures and not for more
temperate climates.
1.
2.
3.

minimal heat loss in all weather conditions
The Wellis spa earned excellent results on the heatmap test.
The temperature of the water in the spa visible in the picture is 35 °C,
while that of the outer covering and the thermal cover is merely 4 °C.
The outdoor temperature is -5 °C.

1.

Poliurethane spa rim insulation.
3,5 cm thick polyfoam insulation between spa cabinet and floor pan
3,5 cm thick polyfoam spa cabinet insulation

2.

3.
Scandinavian insulation
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Silent™ HOT Air BLOWER
Our Silent™ exclusive hot air blower
system is fitted as standard to all our
bubbler equipped spas. The warmed
air combined with a sparkle effect
gently caresses and oxygenates your
skin. Much more comfortable than
the more common cold air systems,
our heated air reduces heat loss from
the water. Silent™ hot air blower is extremely quiet at less than 60 db.

made in
germany

Reinforced molded ABS
floor pan
The insulated one piece molded floor
pan forms the foundation upon which
we build our spas. The pan sides extend upwards and form a, moisture
and insect proof barrier to protect the
spas structure from the detrimental
effects of damp ground. Our reflective barrier insulation system extends
across the floor pan to prevent valuable waste heat being drawn through
the base by the “cold sink effect” that
is created by damp ground.

polyfoam insulation with
heat-mirror foil
All the internal surfaces of the cabinet and floor pan are completely
covered in our heat mirror insulated
foil. This not only stops precious heat
energy from escaping, but actually reflects the waste heat from the
pump motors back into the plumbing.
This “free” heat energy is therefore
transferred back into the spa water,
significantly reducing running costs.
We call this dynamic reflective barrier insulation.
Hydro massage pumps
Each spa pump is carefully optimised
to provide maximum power and efficiency for the number, size and function of the jets it serves. Therfore we
use several sizes and configurations
of pumps across the different spa
models that we produce.

WPS (WELLIS POLYSTYROL)
cabinet framE Immortality

for the spa cabinet`s frame!
The special polymer ensures exceptional stability and life for the Spa’s
structural frame – protecting and
extending the life of your investment
even further.

WELLIS UV-C
Long used in the commercial swimming pool industry, Ultra Violet light is
a very effective sanitiser yet is completely harmless to bathers.
The Wellis UV-C spa system automatically sanitises the spa water many
times each day, greatly reducing
the amount of chemical sanitisers
required.

w-EC pump (Wellis Energy-efficient circulation pump)
We build the new W-EC pump as a standard equipment into most of our spas.
While an average energy-efficient water circulation pump moves 100-150l of water
per minute, the new Wellis W-EC water circulation pump moves 300L of water per
minute with only 0,8 A of power requirement.

Pulsar™ massage system
Select from 9 different massage programs for a particular seat or bed.
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acrilyc colours
We have a comprehensive range of 6 beautiful contemporary shades
acrilyc for our spas that will harmonise with any setting – indoor or out.

cabinet colours
No more sanding, oiling and messy maintenance of a traditional timber cabinet. Our
spa cabinets are made of a UV resistant polymer material that looks as good as real
wood but is entirely maintenance free. The contemporary colours suit both interior
and garden settings.

sterling
silver

pearl
white

winter
solstice

Tuscan
sun

STORM
CLOUDS

The new StarSide ™ cabinet is a new investment in 2017. It is produced of horizontal
side, wood-textured elements and vacuum-formed ABS plastic corner pieces. The
built-in RGB LED light works in conjunction with mood lighting inside the pool. Available in black, gray and brown colors.
CityLine spas also got new side cover. The horizontal sidecovers are paired with
vertical corner elements, giving elegance to the standard models. Available in black,
grey and brown colors.

brown


water
proof

black


UV- and weather
resistance

grey





does not require not prone to
painting or
discoloration
surface treatment

horizontline™ cabinet - Cityline models

midnight
canyon
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SpaceLine and PeakLine cabinet
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spa control panels

We equip our spas wit the latest, high-quality, newly developed control system since 2016,
giving you the perfect control of your Wellis hot tub.
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wellis smart Touch control panel
W5000 & W8000 control box

wellis smart Touch control panel
W5000 & W8000 control box

Introducing our new full featured keypad with color capacitive touch
screen display. Parting ways with physical buttons, keys and overlays,
our touch screen keypad is fun to use, simple to learn and features an
intuitive and engaging one level menu interface.
•

•
wellis easy4 control panel
W2000 control box

•

•
wellis easy4 control panel
W3000 control box

Easy Wheel selection menu: the easiest way to set up your spa.
To select a mode (sanitization, audio, color, spa, settings), slide the
left wheel up or down until the desired icon menu is highlighted
in the middle.
Notification icons: Notification icons at the top right-hand side of
the screen show the status of connected value-added accessories
(audio system, wifi, in.clear system...).
Wifi: connect your system to the Internet with Wifi connection to
be able to handle your spa settings far away from your home. In
the same time Wifi makes it easy not only to handle your spa but
to listen to your favourite music during a bath.
Water sanitization: the water care page will help you set up your
ideal filtration and heating settings. Choose, set or modify one of
the 5 suggested modes depending on your needs at any given
time.

wellis Easy4 control panel
W2000 & W3000 control box

auxiliary panels - 1 & 4 buttons

The Wellis Easy4 brings all the features you really need to one keypad.
Compact, with a big LCD screen; bright enough to be seen throughout
the day; simple enough to use in the middle of the night; affordable, yet
solidly built..

•

Compact full-function keypad: All settings and spa function
icons available at a glance to set your spa in the blink of an eye.

•

Bright LCD screen: Bright and large, the LCD screen allows an
easy setting of the temperature, winter modes and other functions.

•

Affordable: Everything you need in one back to basics solution.

auxiliary control panels
1 & 4 buttons

The 4 button panel is an auxiliary keypad designed to be installed as a
second keypad on your spa. It allows you to run the accessories while
staying comfortably seated in your spa. Its surface mount allows for an
easy installations in different locations around your spa. It can be used
to control two massage motors, whirlpool and mood lighting.
The one single button is also an auxiliary keypad designed to be installed as a second keypad on your spa. It allows you to activate the
spa pump associated to its respective section.
For commercial applications where the spa is to be used by the public,
it is often preferable to restrict the functionality of the touch panels to
just the operation of the bathing controls (pumps, air bubbler, lighting)
and lock out the programming functionality of filter cycles, temperature
etc. Therefore we can site the master control panel in a secure out of
sight location and fit simple auxiliary panels for bather use. These can
either be single buttons or a four button panel, or a combination of both.
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A natural river in your home
W-Power turbine

Wellis W-Power Turbine puts the power of nature in your swimming pool! As opposed to conventional counter flow systems
the W-Power Turbine generates a wide water flow, which carries the body in the water similar to a natural river current,
without splashing. Unlike pump-operated swim systems there
is no concentrated jet that causes unpleasant concentrated
strain on the head or shoulders. The wide and regular overand undercurrent of the turbine engulfs the entire body.
The counter-current W-Power turbine is capable of moving
50-160 m3 of water per hour (4 adjustable positions), with 75%
lower power consumption (7 Amper only), and twice the water
yield in comparison with swim spa engines. Incredible performance is combined with energy efficiency - it can even be
operated on single-phase electric power.

W-Power turbine provides a wide and regular
over- and undercurrent.

Advances of W-Power turbine
99
99
99
99
99
99

optimal swim training
no noise
no vibrations
easy to retrofit
no splashing water
energy-efficient operation

new
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Wellis jets
We use different sizes of hydro massage therapy jet with a number of different
nozzle configurations. This provides for a varied massage experience from light
and fast pulsating through to a slower deeper needing effect.
All the jets are individually adjustable for flow, and some can be tailored for
speed and treatment area too.
In addition our huge MagmaJET™ provides sufficient power to actually float on,
whilst at the other extreme our heated air jets gently caress and rejuvenate.
typhoon 5” - focus on one part of the
body, intense massage

monsoon 5” - knocker (shiatsu) massage

riverjet 340L/min

Enjoy the experience of endless swimming in our new swimspa models! The
river jets, equiped into swim spas are and the strength of the flow is adjustable,
which allows you to control the intensity of the workout.

typhoon 5” - 3” - 2”

The direction of the Wellis Typhoon jets, to achieve a targeted massage experience, are adjustable one-by-one, they can be opened or closed.

twister 5” - 3”

Thanks to the Twister jets’ adjustable flow the interface of the massage can be
customized. All you have to do it to pre-set the jets’ flowing radius. It gives you
a real exciting, enjoyable massage experience.
typhoon 3” - focus on one part of the
body, moderate massage

twister 5” - focus on a larger part of the
body, circular, intense massage

monsoon 5”

Our seven-hole jet provides a circular massage experience. It massages seven
points in a row, making the relaxation experience even refreshing.

tsunami

7”
This sweeping jet provides a very powerful hydro massage experience. Using
it in a short intervall brings the expected results.

airjet 3”

Focusing on sensitive areas. Even massage provides relief to sensitive areas.
It always offers you the maximum comfort.

typhoon 2” - focus on one part of the
body, gentle massage

twister 3” - focus on a larger part of the body,
circular, moderate massage
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Wellis jets
Our spas are designed, not just to look beautiful, but also
to exceed all the norms for high quality hydro massage
and ergonomics.
We work with office seating experts and therapists from
several fields to arrive at the optimal shape for our spa
seats. Next we vary that shape, station by station to accommodate the differing physical sizes of our customers
and their families.
We carefully set the jet positions and performance characteristics to suit the particular target muscle group.
The result is a range of hydrotherapy stations that fit a wide
range of physiques, provide highly effective hydro massage to all the right places, and are exceptionally pleasant
and comfortable places to sit or lay.
(The placement of the jets might differ at different models.)
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1. expert massage

2. Cool down massage

5. body flow massage

6. relax massage

Backmassage on advanced level. With the
adjustable direction and strength of the
jets everyone can customize this massage
place, which was developed especially for
back massage.

This ergonomically designed therapeutic
massage lounge provides luxurious comfort,
whilst its carefully placed jets provide a superior massage experience for the entire body.

Sometimes it’s the best just to relax a bit on
the edge of the pool after a full body massage
or an exhausting exercise in the water.

The numerous jets of this extraordinary
body massage seat are carefully positioned
to massage your neck, shoulders, back, hip
and thigh.

3. focus massage

The daily tedious work, all-day office activities cause many of us uncomfortable,
cramping feeling in our back, around the
waist. This massage place focus on the upper body, on this critical area to help you relax, dissolve the accumulated stress at the
end of a long day.

1

4. intenso massage

The most invigorating massage spot. Professional athletes, sport fans and anyone
looking for intense hydro massage will enjoy
the experience provided by our intenso seat.
It concentrates especially on the back and
leg muscles.

6

2

1

2

3

4

5

6
3

4

5
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Aromatic therapy
The benefits of inhaling the aroma of distilled essential oils has been known about for
many centuries. When combined with the Wellis hydro massage system the aromatic
scents can enhance your mood, and aid deep relaxation. Smells are one of our most
evocative senses, triggering memories and changing perceptions.
With a more simple solution we will make it easier to enhance the experience. With
this push-button system air motor is not required to distribute the fragrance, thus this
option is now available not only for high-end models.
Choose from 6 essential oils:

Orange flower

Lavender

Mediterranean

Polynesie

Rosemary

Eucalyptus

Colour therapy mood lighting
Colours can evoke many beneficial sensations in us - which have a significant positive impact
on our physical wellbeing. The rainbow of colours in the natural spectrum each have a different
influence, a fact that was recognized by the ancient Egyptians.
More recently much scientific research has been carried out to identify particular beneficial
effects of each part of the colour spectrum.
The application of this knowledge is now known as chromotherapy and is widely used for helping
with relaxation, destressing and mood enhancement.
In our Spas we call this mood lighting. Our chromotherapy system is based upon lights of four
different colours: green, yellow, blue and red. These can be set to fade gently through the
spectrum or, by a simple touch of the spa’s control panel can be fixed on the single colour most
beneficial to your mood.

new

in.mix colourtherapy moodlighting with two zones on smart touch
This revolutionary, 2-zone color management system operates using 2 separate circuits, one
managing lighting on the inside (underwater) part, the other on the outer (overwater and corner
element) part of the spa. The system will be standard equipment for each Peakline and SpaceLine
Premium models (except Explorer).
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AQUASOUL™ Pro SOUND SYSTEM

WELLIS SmartPHONE application
The Wellis SmartPhone application is a development for our massage spas.
Immediate access and remote control. You can access the control system
of your Wellis spa any time from anywhere. You can set the water temperature and circulation and you can even check the current status of the spa.

wellis
smartphone app

speaker calibration

audio source selector

The Wellis AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system features the newly
developed, top quality waterproof elements.
You no longer need to bother with CDs, MP3 players or any
other cable connected devices because the built-in receiver
is true WiFi and Bluetooth so its even connectable via your
mobile phone.
AQUASOUL™ Pro 4.1 POP-UP
• 4-channel amplifier with a Bluetooth receiver
• FM radio
• Subwoofer (120 W)
• 2 POP-UP speakers - 50 W each
(4 pcs in case of Olympus)
• 2 built-in speakers - 35 W each
(not available for the Olympus)
AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1
• 4-channel amplifier with a Bluetooth receiver
• FM radio
• Waterproof controller within the spa cabinet
• Subwoofer (120 W)
• 2 built-in or POP-UP speakers (35 W each)

internet

home wifi router

wifi inside the
spa cabinet

ready to use
by the time you
arrive home

Control your spa from home or while you are on the road with the Wellis SMARTPHONE™ app! Available for both iPhone
and Android smartphones. Set the desired temperature and other functions from your phone, before you head over to
holiday house, so that by the time you arrive you will have a heated, ready-to-use spa waiting for you, providing you all
the benefits and positive effects of a Wellis hydromassage.
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All Wellis spas use a multi-stage filtration and sanitation system that ensures crystal clear, safe bathing water with the minimum of user input.
The process starts with our special antimicrobial cartridge filters. The low energy
eco-circulation pump draws spa water through these filters where any tiny particles
are trapped. The antimicrobial coating then helps to destroy any bacteria that may
be attached to the filtered particles, preventing growth and smells and
ensuring the filters are easily cleaned and returned to service
many times over.
Once the spa water has been filtered it passes through
the heater and then the eco-circulation pump. Next it
is passed through one of three different sanitation
devices that we fit.
Although a spas bathing water can be kept safe by
chemicals alone, an electronic sanitation device will
greatly reduce the amount of these chemicals that
are required, and hence improve the quality of the
water for bathers. Every spa we make is fitted with one
of these devices: an ozonator, our UV-C system, or our
In.clear digital bromine generator.
Our filters ensure the purification of the water several times
a day, leaving no dirt on the floor.
Our new Pleatco ADVANCED+PLUS Antimicrobial SPA Filter Cartridges
are designed to provide an unsurpassed level of leisure water cleansing. Our new
‘blue-ribbon’ cartridges are built with Pleatco Advanced Point Bonded Filtration
Fabric enhanced with an exclusive antimicrobial agent infused into the filtration fabric itself. This technology inhibits the growth of dangerous microbes and provides
continuous, durable and effective added protection for the lifetime of the product
ensuring the health, safety and well being of your family.

wellis filter quality:
•
Diameter: 5 5/8”
•
Length: 6 13/16”
•
Material area: 3 m2
•
Material weight: 102g/m2
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UV-C water sanitization
The Wellis UV-C water sanitization brings the latest advances in UV-C water
treatment technology to domestic Spas.
UV-C has long been a preferred system of sanitizing water in commercial
swimming pools. This water treatment is hypo-allergenic and practicably
100% effective in destroying bacteria, viruses and water bourn contaminates. Unfortunately the swimming pool equipment is large and heavy and
impractical for use in domestic portable spas. Until now.
Our exclusive Wellis UV-C water sanitization is light, compact and very
powerful. Using just a tiny amount of power, it will silently, safely, and automatically treat the entire spa bathing water, many times each day, ensuring
crystal clear, natural quality bathing water for you and your family, whilst
minimizing the use of additional sanitizers.

Advantages:
• Ensures fresh, clean and clear water
• Disinfects water efficiently and safely
• Bound chlorine is broken down by UV-C light
• Protects your water from germs
• Can reduce the use of chorine and other
chemicals by up to 80%
• Prevents the smell of chlorine and avoids irritation
of the skin and eyes (red eyes)
• The lamp has a UV-C output of 11 Watt
• Simple maintenance

UV-C Lamp
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wellis crystal watertreatment
WellisCrystal is an environmentally friendly water care system, that can be used in your spa
or hot tub. Wellis Crystal will help you to keep the water in your spa clean in a safe, simple
and effective way. With only one weekly treatment Wellis Crystal will help you to prevent
calcium deposits in your system. Moreover. Wellis Crystal will loosen and remove the existing calcium deposits. These calcium deposits are the medium where bacteria and other
micro-organisms grow. The UV-system already in your spa. will do the rest. It will destroy
the bacteria and disinfect the water.
With extraordinary results: the water in your spa is not only clean, but also looks crystal
clear and feels nice and soft.

contains:
•
•
•
•
•

2 bottles of Wellis Watertreatment (1 l each)
18 pcs chlorine tablets
1 measuring cup 200 ml
1 microfibre cleaning cloth
User guide

filter cleaner granulate - option
For crystal clear jacuzzi water, clean your pool’s filter once a week with Wellis Crystal Filter Cleaner.
spa cleaner - option
Spa Cleaner has been specifically designed for cleaning your pipes and your spa pool. It frees your spa pool’s lines from
lime scale and contaminant residues. Use Spa Cleaner whenever you change the water. We recommend replacing the
water in your pool quarterly.
Spa Cleaner Is eco-frlendly and bio-degradable.

spa filter cleaning system - option
Our new spa filter cleaning system is a unique patented filter cleaning system, designed to clean
whirlpool and hot tub filters to perfection in just a flash.
It works solely on the basis of water power and doesn’t use chemicals which makes it very environmentally-friendly. It also consumes about 80% less water than other cleaning methods which doesn’t
just save you a lot of water and the cost of new filters, but also helps avoid getting your hands dirty!
You insert the filter to be cleaned into the appliance, connect it to a tap and turn the tap on. The filter
will be perfectly clean within just one minute making it spotless again for more hygienic bathing fun!

e
gradabl
biode
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crystal clear water and pool bottom
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crystal clear water and pool bottom
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Automatic water treatment system
Wellis in.clear system
Easy to use and built to last, the in.clear is one of the most efficient water sanitation systems offered
to the spa and hot tub industry today.
In.clear generates and releases bromine into the spa water, rapidly destroying any microbiological
contaminants such as waterborne bacteria, algae, and organic matter given off by spa bathers.
The in.clear system eliminates the need to add products to your spa on a regular basis.
The in.clear system does not produce any offensive odors, it does not cause eye or skin irritation
and it is easy to use, making it the best choice for hot tub sanitization.
Spas using the in.clear system need very little maintenance, and in.clear can be easily installed
on new or existing spas.
maintenance
After the simple start-up procedure is done, you are ready to enjoy your in.clear.
Fill your spa with water, add the convenient BromiCharge™ and the in.clear takes care of producing
bromine sanitizer. Adjustments to the bromine level are made right at the keypad.
No more confusion about chemicals!
You don’t need to wonder what chemicals to add — once installed, the in.clear generates the proper
amount of bromine for your spa. And since bromine is more efficient at a wider range of pH levels
and at much higher temperatures than chlorine, your spa will be crystal clear and ready to use,
without any other products.
Away for a while?
With the in.clear, even if your schedule takes you away from your hot tub for weeks, you’ll still enjoy
a clean and clear spa when you return. While you’re away the system will continue to generate the
perfect amount of bromine, based on the setting you select.
No more chlorine odor!
The in.clear produces bromine, so there’s never the harsh scent of chlorine to deal with.

WELLIS automatic dosing systems
Wellis REDOX and Wellis FREE CHLORINE

There is nothing more restful than the soothing environment of a Wellis spa. Especially if it is
equipped with the most sophisticated, automatic spa water sanitation device.
Wellis redox and Wellis FREE CHLORINE dosing systems offer a smart, simple and economic solution
that keeps your spa water safe, crystal clear and wonderfully pleasant for a whole year between
water changes. The system measures directly and controls the ph value and level of free chlorine
by redox probe.
We can fit Wellis REDOX to selected Wellis models for domestic use and Wellis FREE CHLORINE
for public use.
We created a nice cover for our new dosing system, which will be insulated and heated, so the
dosing system can continue to work in the winter time as well. It gives us an easy access to make
the neccessary settings and to change the chemical tanks.
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Silent™ hot air blower
Our exclusive German built Silent™ hot air blower system is fitted as
standard to all our blower equipped spas. The warmed air combined
with a sparkle effect gently caresses and oxygenates your skin.
Much more comfortable than the more common cold air systems,
our heated air reduces heat loss from the water. Our Silent™ hot
air blower system is extremely quiet at less than 60 db. Part of the
standard equipment at spas produced with air blower.

made in
germany

energY efficient
circulation
With its very low power consumption (around 60% less than a typical circulation pump) and almost silent running Laing pump can
provide significant savings of the spas overall running costs.
Part of Zonza, Fjord and Wellone spas.

eco-friendly
technology

w-EC pump

(Wellis Energy-efficient circulation pump)
We build the new W-EC pump as a standard equipment into most
of our spas.
While an average energy-efficient water circulation pump moves
100-150L of water per minute, the new Wellis W-EC water circulation
pump moves 300L of water per minute with only 0,8 A of power
requirement.
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PULSAR™ massage system

vario pods

Enhances the Wellis experience! The PULSAR™ Massage System lets you choose from 6
different massage programs in one of the spas seats or beds.

A brand new technology from Wellis that brings physical massage into your spa. Imagine
the fingers of your very own massage therapist pressing on your back. Very similar to the
effect from a massage chair, these pods are not water jets but moving massage pods that
provide a physical shiatsu type massage to the deeper tissues of the back.

Simply select the program and speed and the jets will pulse on and off to send the massage
up and down your body. This pulsating movement brings many of the benefits of hand massage in assisting circulation and the flushing of toxins from the body – apart from just being
wonderfully relaxing too! Hydro massage tailored just for you.

Several massage programs and intensities can be easily selected from a convenient touch
panel and controlled independently from the hydro jets.
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OXYGEN THERAPY™
•

NATURAL CLEANSING, EXFOLIATION, AND HYDRATION
THROUGH OXYGENRICH MICROBUBBLES

•

CONSISTENT WARMTH AND IMPROVED CIRCULATION
THROUGH AN ENHANCED “SAUNA EFFECT”

•

DEEPER RELAXATION and improved serotonin levels

•

oxygenates the spa’s water up to 70% more than
normal

The dissolving microbubbles in a Wellis equipped spa cause anions to be released at the
surface of the water. When anions are released at concentrations above 50,000 ions/cc
they are shown to have therapeutic effects of improving serotonin levels. The anions at the
surface are released at concentrations in excess of 80,000 ions/cc, resulting in therapeutic
effects such as neutralizing free radicals, improved over-all feelings of wellbeing, calm, and
deeper sleep.

Normal bubbles
>2500μm

Oxygen Therapy™
micro bubbles >2500μm

Deep cleansing and hydration
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Advantages of OXYGEN THERAPY™
99 provides oxygen for improved
metabolism of the skin
99 removes contamination by penetrating
deep into the pores
99 increases the hydration of dry skin
99 promotes the growth of skin cells
99 reduces scars and skin defects
99 eliminates eczema symptoms
99 smooths out wrinkles and crow’s feet

Microbubbles are able to enter the skin’s pores, removing impurities, carrying oxygen for improved metabolism, lightly caressing skin for exfoliation,
and improving hydration for dry skin.
Tiny bubbles remain suspended then collapse in the water, keeping heat
in the spa and around the body.
More effectively drawing in moisture, improving circulation, opening pores
to release toxins, and increasing cardiovascular activity.
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cold therapy
not only for sportsmen
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the cold therapy - faster recovery
Whole-body cold therapy started on its path of development in the 1980s in Japan. The „patient”
is exposed to short-term physical effects, extreme, -120°C (-184 degrees Fahrenheit) temperature,
for a few minutes, three times a day. The processes of the body stimulated by the therapy speed
the regeneration of the body after, for example, intensive workout.
This innovative technology became more and more refined in the last 20 years, and is still constantly evolving.
The Fjord plunge pool developed by Wellis was designed with cold therapy in mind, to provide relief
and refreshment following an exhausting workout or time spent in the sauna.

controls
metabolism

renews the skin

decreases
joint pain

prevents
muscle strain

THE ROLE OF COLD THERAPY IN SPORTS
The positive effects of cold therapy in sports are apparent at both professional and hobby levels.
It improves performance and promotes regenerative processes.
We recommed using cold therapy following intensive workout session to help avoid muscle soreness or as a relief to existing pain. The sudden drop in temperature lowers the risk of inflamation
and promotes the dispersal of pain alleviating materials in the body. It has a huge potential for
athletes: if used before demanding physical exercise it can have a positive benefit on short-term
sport performance.
Cold therapy’s numerous benefits are apparent both right after its use and later, during the rehabilitation process.
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fjord cold tub

The Fjord immersion pool developed by Wellis was designed with cold therapy in
mind, to provide relief and refreshment following an exhausting workout or time
spent in the sauna.

the positive effects of cold therapy
99 faster recovery
99 faster injury recovery
99 ALLEVIATES PAIN, SWELLING, INFLAMATION
99 HELPS AVOID MUSCLE SORENESS
99 PROMOTES REGENERATIVE PROCESSES
99 LESSENS JOINT PAINS
99 HAS AN ANALGESIC EFFECT
99 CONTROLS METABOLISM

after sauna

after sports

cold therapy
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fjord cold tub
Dimensions: 1500 × 1600 × 980 mm
Number of seats: 1 sitting place
Fjord immersion pool follows the principles of cold therapy, which nowadays has
a great popularity. The plunge pools with cold water is the most effective cooling bath, even after a physically demanding workout or sauna after a busy day.
With heat pumps we cool the water to 10-15 °C, in which even a short bath can be
particularly beneficial in health aspects. A sudden temperature change is good
for the heart and circulatory problems, and stimulates blood circulation as well.
Try the benefits of our newest Fjord immersion pool!
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premium

wellone premium
2 hydromassage pumps, 48 jets

deluxe

9
1
2

The leatherette side cover
available in the following colours:

1

3
4
B l a c k Wav y

5

BLACK D O T T Y

6
7
8

2

foot massage

6

palm massage

3

tight- & calf massage

7

full arm massage

4

oxygen™ therapy

8

intenso massage seat

5

hip massage

9

aquasoul™ pro sound system
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wellone premium
with oxygen therapy
Dimensions: 2000 × 1100 × 720 mm
Number of seats: 1 reclining place
The WellOne Premium hot tub takes relaxation to next level. Three key elements
combine to create a therapeutic, stress-relieving environment: heat, buoyancy
and massage. WellOne Premium Oxygen Therapy™ spa is unlike any spa you’ve
experienced before now. Moisturizing and hydrating at the same time, making your
skin feel luxuriously silky as well as reducing fine lines and wrinkles and smoothing
the appearance of cellulite. Oxygen Therapy™ bubbles literally envelope your body
in a soothing, effervescent cloud of oxygen.
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premium
solution

SYSTEM INFORMATIONS

GENERAL INFORMATION

technical data
Dimensions

wellone DELUXE
2000 × 1100 × 720 mm

wellone PREMIUM
2000 × 1100 × 720 mm

fjord cold tub
1500 x 1600 x 980 mm

Number of seats

1 reclining place

1 reclining place

1 person

Materials

PU reinforced acrylic (6,3 mm) spa shell

PU reinforced acrylic (6,3 mm) spa shell

PU reinforced acrilyc (6,3 mm) spa shell,
Sterling Silver

1 cm thick polyfoam insulation

1 cm thick polyfoam insulation

1 cm thick polyfoam insulation

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

Solid Surface (black) topside cover

Solid Surface (black) topside cover

-

Design leatherette side cover

Design leatherette side cover

Brushed surface side cover

Water volume

305 l

305 l

994 l

Power requirement

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz Optimum

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz Optimum

1 x 16A 230V/50HZ

1 × 16A 230V/50Hz Minimum

1 × 16A 230V/50Hz Minimum

-

Hydro massage pump

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

1 pc 2 HP double speed

-

1 pc 2 HP single speed

-

Circulation pump

LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)

LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)

LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

1,5 kW input (4,5 kW output)/230V 50Hz

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Heat pump control system

Total number of jets

48 jets

48 jets

-

Water sanitization

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

-

1 antimicrobial filter

1 antimicrobial filter

antimicrobial filter

Exclusive chromotherapy lighting

16 × 1 (LED)

16 × 1 (LED)

-

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 POP-UP
sound system

-

2 oval pop-up speakers
(50W) +1 subwoofer (120W)

-

OXYGEN THERAPY system

-

Yes

-

Thermo Cover

Yes

Yes

Yes
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InoxLine
our increasingly stressful lives cry out for those little oasis of calm,
a chance to catch up with ourselves, make the hurly burly stop for a
few precious moments of self indulgent sanity.
volcano // Kongo
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volcano

premium

2 hydromassage pumps, 38 jets

6

1

2

4

2

5

3

6

5

4

3

1

InoxLine

volcano
Dimensions: 2270 x 2570 x 900 mm
Number of seats: 2 reclining places, 4 sitting places
Due to the characteristics of its stainless steel material, Volcano spa is the best
choice for a timeless appearance.
With the Volcano stainless steel spa you can plan for long term! The subdued
elegance and unique design are the main characteristics of Volcano. With this
new development you will gain not only an exclusive appearance, but also an
experience that lasts for many years. Volcano is overwhelming with its several
advantages: the stainless steel is resistant to UV-rays, frost and thermal stresses.
Thanks to the weather-resistant coating, it is perfect for both indoor and outdoor
usage. In spite we provided a sleek design, we didn’t forget the unique hot air
massage experience either, which is now associated with 38 jets. Chromotherapy
lighting and Aromatic therapy, 2 reclining and 4 sitting places ensure the spa to be
the perfect choice for a small company to enjoy a few carefree moments together.
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kongo
W-Power Turbine, 1 hydromassage pump, 1 Circulation pump

1

2

new
1

2

W-Power turbine - The counter-current W-Power
turbine is capable of moving 50-160 m3 of water per
hour (4 adjustable positions), with 75% lower power
consumption (7 Amper only), and twice the water yield
in comparison with swim spa engines. Incredible performance is combined with energy efficiency - it can
even be operated on single-phase electric power.

InoxLine

kongo
Dimensions: 4280 x 2300 x 1430 mm
Number of seats: 2 sitting places
The special appearance of Kongo stainless steel swimspa model is unique in
the market.
The side staircase with its built-in massage functions provides a convenient way
to relax, while you will receive a perfect swimming experience thanks to the new,
turbine powered system. Whether you’re a fan of the sport or the spa, indulge
both activities in Kongo. The W-Power Turbine - instead of the 3 hydromassage
pumps- is capable to spin 50-160 m 3 water per hour. In contrast to standard
swimspa pumps Kongo’s turbine produces by 75% less power consumption while
delivering twice the amount of water. The incredible performance combined with
energy efficiency.
Kongo is a long-term investment with an excellent UV-, frost and thermal stress
resistant stainless steel material.
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SYSTEM INFORMATIONS

GENERAL
INFORMATION

technical data
Dimensions

prem.
sol.
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Volcano
2270 x 2570 x 900 mm

kongo
4280 x 2300 x 1430 mm

Number of seats

2 reclining / 4 sitting places

2 sitting places

Materials

Stainless steel (2 mm thick)
Material standard: AISI 316L, DIN: 1.4404

Stainless steel (2 mm thick)
Material standard: AISI 316L, DIN: 1.4404

Stainless steel frame

Stainless steel frame

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

Net weight

~ 350 kg

~ 1100 kg

Water volume

1780 l

9114 l

Power requirement

3x 16A 400V/230V/50Hz Optimum
1x 20A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

3x 16A/230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum
1x 16A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

Hydro massage pump

2 pcs 2 HP + W-EC pump

1 pc 2 HP + 1 HP Circ. pump

Swimspa Pump

-

W-Power Turbine 50-160 m3/h

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

Air blower

Silent™ hot air blower

-

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

38 jets

12 jets

Water sanitization

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

antimicrobial filter

2 antimicrobial filters

Chromotherapy lighting

Central

Central (3 x 55LEDs)

WELLIS SmartPhone application

Optional

Optional

Thermo cover

Yes

Yes
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Swimming makes you pay attention to your breathing. Not only your
respiratory system, but your musculatura will start-up.
rio grande // amazonas // danube
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A REFRESHING SWIM AND RELAXING BATH IN ONE POOL!

aquafitness - swim spa accessories

Thanks to the latest innovation of Wellis, it is now possible!. Wellis swim spa (countercurrent swimming pool) models not only help you stay in shape, but let you enjoy the benefits of hydromassage.

SWIMMING STICK // THE SECRET OF DYNAMOC SWIMMING TRAINING
It helps to keep the person performing swimming training in the middle of the swimming area, and
more importantly, it can be used to increase resistance against the swimmer in the Swim spa, requiring even more effort. Using it may significantly increase the efficiency of the training. The flexible
schwimmhilfe, made of fibreglass, is fixed to a spot created for this purpose at the end of the Swimming
spa, and it is connected to the belt on the waist of the swimmer with a strong strap.

They can be installed independently, with casing, and can be ready-to-use within a few hours, so
you can immediately enjoy the benefits of a swimming pool combined with a hydromassage pool in
your own home. They give the impression of full-sized pools, where you can swim and relax without
ever having to leave your home.
The height of the river jets on the pool side is adjustable, their current are controllable. With these
you can regulate the intensity of the workout and guarantee safe usage for all ages. Using even one
or two jets and a lower setting may produce a current that proves to be an effort for everyday users,
but using all three jets at a high setting can provide the perfect environment for a challenging daily
workout for professional athletes. Our countercurrent systems are powered by Viper engines, one
for each river jet to ensure a greater flow.
If, after a refreshing workout in your Wellis swim spa you feel like relaxing your tense muscles, all
you need to do is step into the hydromassage part of the pool and let the hydromassage experience
wash over your tired body.
CHOOSE YOUR ACCESSORIES!

Expander // TRAINING AND ROWING SET
The expander combined with paddles offers the experience of real rowing. At the same time, the
expander alone, fixed to the attachment on the side of the pool, can be used for a number of different
fitness trainings.
AQUABIKE // A GREAT FITNESS AND REHABILITATION APPLIANCE
The Aquabike is recommended to those who seek a general fitness training, need exercises for rehabilitation, or simply enjoy cycling. Its stainless steel structure and outstandingly stable construction
offer safe user-experience. It is perfectly balanced, four PVC feet are responsible for avoiding sliding
on the bottom of the pool. The Aquabike is completely submerged in water, therefore the resistance
of the water makes training harder, which helps faster shaping of muscles and the acceleration of
heartbeat. Release the plates that can be found on the pedals to increase resistance and to make
your training even more dynamic and efficient.

Wellis swim spa accessories provide an opportunity for a more comprehensive fitness training,
so that you can exercise and refresh parts of your body that otherwise wouldn’t get as much of a
workout during swimming.
It’s like swimming and riding a bycicle to tone your muscles, all in one pool!
THE POSITIVE EFFECTS OF THE WELLIS SWIM SPA:
99 helps posture
99 stimulates blood circulation
99 develops resilience
99 prepares your body for deeper relaxation
99 promotes muscle development
99 relieves stress

SWIMMING STICK

Paddles

expander
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rio grande turbine

rio grande turbine

W-Power Turbine, 1 Circulation pump, 3 hydromassage pumps

2
1

3

BASIC

OPTION
W-Power turbine
energy-efficient operation, no splashing water, no noise,
no vibrations, easy to retrofit

4

rio grande
BASIC

OPTION

3 river jets
15 HP maximum performance, 3 jets countercourrent
system, one Viper swimspa pump for each river jet

1

2

3

4
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rio grande TURBINE
Dimensions: 5870 × 2300 × 1500 mm
Freshening swimming and relaxing, exciting experience of a hot tub in a swimming pool! As the newest product of Wellis, the Rio Grande swim spa provides
combined experience for its users.Thanks to the unique solutions of the counter
current system, it serves as a swimming pool, and after the exhausting swimming
you can relax in the massage section with 3 seats and one reclining place. As for
its dimensions, the swim spa with its length of 6 meters and the depth of 1,5 meters it is unique on the market.Considering the space required for the traditional
swimming pools, the Rio Grande can be the perfect highlight of a wellness section.
The W-Power Turbine - instead of the 3 hydromassage pumps- is capable to spin
50-160 m3 water per hour. In contrast to standard swimspa pumps Rio Grande’s
turbine produces by 75% less power consumption while delivering twice the
amount of water. The incredible performance combined with energy efficiency.
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amazonas turbine

amazonas turbine

W-Power Turbine, 1 Circulation pump, 1 hydromassage pump
BASIC

OPTION

W-Power turbine
energy-efficient operation, no splashing water, no noise,
no vibrations, easy to retrofit

amazonas POWER
BASIC

OPTION

3 river jets
15 HP maximum performance, 3 jets countercourrent
system, one Viper swimspa pump for each river jet

amazonas
BASIC

OPTION

1 river jet
2 pumps swimspa system, 5 HP maximum strength
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amazonas TURBINE
Dimensions: 5460 × 2300 × 1500 mm
Spa and swimming pool in one! Thanks to the high performance counter current
motor you can enjoy the swimming in your Swim spa pool for hours. It can be a
relaxing time with the family or workout, relaxing swimming, the Amazon swim
spa provides opportunity for all of them. With its 5, 46 meters of length, besides
its purpose of a swimming pool, it contributes to the perfect freshening wellness
experience with a massage section for 3 people. With the easy access to the
swimming area, we can easily change between the pampering wellness and the
sport activity that moves the whole body.
The W-Power Turbine - instead of the 3 hydromassage pumps- is capable to spin
50-160 m3 water per hour. In contrast to standard swimspa pumps Amazonas
turbine produces by 75% less power consumption while delivering twice the
amount of water. The incredible performance combined with energy efficiency.
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danube turbine

danube turbine

W-Power Turbine, 1 Circulation pump
BASIC

OPTION

W-Power turbine
energy-efficient operation, no splashing water, no noise,
no vibrations, easy to retrofit

danube POWER
BASIC

OPTION

3 river jets
15 HP maximum performance, 3 jets counterflow system,
one Viper swimspa pump for each river jet

danube
BASIC

OPTION

1 river jet
2 pumps swimspa system, 5 HP maximum strength
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DANUBE TURBINE
Dimensions: 4000 × 2300 × 1500 mm
The most important by all our swimspas is that the deepness will be 1,5 m and the
wideness 2,3 m, this allows to have a perfect swimming experience. On all our
swim spa models the Everest premium design is reflecting with an outstanding
look and comfort. The Danube swim spa model will be the 4 m long exercise pool.
The W-Power Turbine - instead of the 3 hydromassage pumps- is capable to spin
50-160 m3 water per hour. In contrast to standard swimspa pumps Danube’s turbine produces by 75% less power consumption while delivering twice the amount
of water. The incredible performance combined with energy efficiency.
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premium solution

SYSTEM nformation

GENERAL INFORMATION

technical data
Dimensions

rio grande
5870 x 2300 x 1500 mm

Rio Grande Turbine
5870 x 2300 x 1500 mm

amazonas
5460 x 2300 x 1500 mm

amazonas power
5460 x 2300 x 1500 mm

Number of seats

1 reclining place, 3 sitting places

1 reclining place, 3 sitting places

3 sitting places

3 sitting places

Materials

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic
spa shell (5 mm) Sterling silver

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic
spa shell (5 mm) Sterling silver

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic
spa shell (5 mm) Sterling silver

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic
spa shell (5 mm) Sterling silver

Stainless steel frame

Stainless steel frame

Stainless steel frame

Stainless steel frame

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

Water volume

6 890 l

6 890 l

7 342 l

7 342 l

Net weight

~ 1 200 kg

~ 1 200 kg

~ 950 kg

~ 970 kg

Power requirement (hydro massage)

3x 16A 230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

3x 16A 230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

-

-

1x 32A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

1x 32A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

-

-

Power requirement (swim spa)

3x 16A 230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

3 x 16A 230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

3x 16A/230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

3x 16A/230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

1x 25A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

1 x 16A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

1x 25A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

Hydro massage pump

2 x 3 HP + 1 x 2 HP

2 x 3 HP + 1 x 2 HP

1 x 3 HP 2 speed

1 x 3 HP 2 speed

Swimspa pump

3 x 2 HP + 1 HP Circ. pump

W-Power Turbine 50-160 m3/h
+ 1 HP Circ. pump

1 x 2 HP + 1 HP Circ. pump

3 x 2 HP + 1 HP Circ. pump

Circulation pump

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

-

-

Air blower

Silent™ hot air blower

Silent™ hot air blower

-

-

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz

3kW/230V/50Hz

3kW/230V/50Hz

3kW/230V/50Hz

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Easy4

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

61 + 3 river jets

61

36+1 river jet

36 + 3 river jets

Water sanitization

2 x UV-C water sanitizer

2 x UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

5 antimicrobial filters

5 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

Chromotherapy lighting

Central (1 x 55 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LED)

Exclusive (23 × 1 LED + 12 x 1 LED)

Exclusive (23 × 1 LED + 12 x 1 LED)

Exclusive (25 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (10 × 1 LED)

Aromatic therapy

Yes

Yes

-

-

PULSAR™ Massage System

Optional for 1 captain sitting place

Optional for 1 captain sitting place

-

-

WELLIS SmartPhone application

Optional

Optional

Yes

Yes

AQUASOUL™ Pro 4.1 POP-UP sound
system

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 POP-UP
sound system

-

-

-

-

Auxyliary topside control panel
(1 button)

Optional

-

1 button

1 button

Vario Pods

Optional

Optional

-

-

Swimming stick

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thermo cover

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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technical data
Dimensions

amazonas Turbine
5460 x 2300 x 1500 mm

danube
4000 x 2300 x 1500 mm

danube power
4000 x 2300 x 1500 mm

danube turbine
4000 x 2300 x 1500 mm

Number of seats

3 sitting places

-

-

-

Materials

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic
spa shell (5 mm) Sterling silver

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic
spa shell (5 mm) Sterling silver

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic
spa shell (5 mm) Sterling silver

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic
spa shell (5 mm) Sterling silver

Stainless steel frame

Stainless steel frame

Stainless steel frame

Stainless steel frame

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

Water volume

7 342 l

5 699 l

5 699 l

5 699 l

Net weight

~ 950 kg

~ 750 kg

~ 770 kg

~ 750 kg

Power requirement (hydro massage)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Power requirement (swim spa)

3x 16A/230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

3x 16A/230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

3x 16A/230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

3x 16A/230V/50Hz (400V) Optimum

1x 25A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

1x 16A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

1x 32A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

1x 16A 230V/ 50Hz Minimum

Hydro massage pump

1 x 3 HP 2 speed

-

-

-

Swimspa pump

W-Power Turbine 50-160 m3/h
+ 1 HP Circ. Pump

1 x 2 HP + 1 HP Circ. pump

3 x 2 HP + 1 HP Circ. pump

W-Power Turbine 50-160 m3/h
+ 1 HP Circ. pump

Circulation pump

-

-

-

-

Air blower

-

-

-

-

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz

3kW/230V/50Hz

3kW/230V/50Hz

3kW/230V/50Hz

Control system

Smart Touch

Easy4

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

36

1 river jet

3 river jets

-

Water sanitization

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

Chromotherapy lighting

Central (1 x 55 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LED)

-

Exclusive (10 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (21 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (21 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (21 × 1 LED)

Aromatic therapy

-

-

-

-

PULSAR™ Massage System

-

-

-

-

WELLIS SmartPhone application

Yes

Optional

Optional

Optional

AQUASOUL™ Pro 4.1 POP-UP sound
system

Optional

-

-

-

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 POP-UP
sound system

-

Optional

Optional

Optional

Auxyliary topside control panel
(1 button)

1 button

-

-

-

Vario Pods

-

-

-

-

Swimming stick

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Thermo cover

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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rio grande

rio grande
turbine

PULSAR™ Massage System

o

o

–

–

–

–

–

–

SmartPhone application with WiFi receiver

o

o







o

o

o

swimlineoptions

amazonas

amazonas
power

amazonas
turbine

danube

danube
power

danube
turbine

AQUASOUL™ Pro 4.1 sound system

o

o

o

o

o

–

–

–

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 POP-UP sound system

–

–

–

–

–

o

o

o

Auxiliary topside control panel 1 button

o

–







–

–

–

Paddle

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Aquabike

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Aqua training set

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wellis REDOX system

2xo

2xo

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wellis free chlorine system

2xo

2xo

o

o

o

o

o

o

Additional heater (3kW)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Heat pump

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Scandinavian insulation

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wellis Vario Pods 4 or 6 electromagnetic jets

o

o

–

–

–

–

–

–

Sand filter set for private use (5 or 6 m³/h)
(sand filter+circulation pump)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Signs: not available: - optional: o included: 
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How a hot tub can relieve arthritis, aches and stiffness?
Water buoyancy relaxes muscles, while water temperature decreases
tension and improves flexibility.
voyager // discovery // explorer

68

voyager premium

premium

3 hydromassage pumps, 73 jets

deluxe
1

4

2

5

5

4

3

3
1

2
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voyager premium
Dimensions: 2360 x 2360 x 970 mm
Number of seats: 5 reclining places
Our latest developments will present themselves as models of SpaceLine range.
All seats provide immediate relief to the tired neck muscles due to the new pillow
with adjustable massage strength.
During the latest range development we built in a completely new, modern diverter
and air inlet regulator, which ensures smoother, more precise massage settings.
StarSide thick, slat side panels and the corner element with RGB lighting provides
harmony with the interior of the spa. Lighting waterfalls on the edge of the pool
make the bathing more enjoyable. A renewed filter house design allows you to
enjoy your favorite movies on your tablet, thus enhancing the pleasant recreation.
Voyager pool is certainly stands out from other manufacturers’ product lines, as
a spa with five reclining places is unique in the market. With the drains placed on
each seats you can easily remove all of the water from your spa. Do not forget the
one button auxiliary panels (at each seats), which will facilitate the usage of the spa.
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discovery premium

premium

3 hydromassage pumps, 61 jets

1

deluxe
1

5
2

2

4

4

3

3

5
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Discovery premium
Dimensions: 2180 x 2180 x 970 mm
Number of seats: 1 reclining place, 4 sitting places
Our latest developments will present themselves as models of SpaceLine range.
All seats provide immediate relief to the tired neck muscles due to the new pillow
with adjustable massage strength.
During the latest range development we built in a completely new, modern diverter
and air inlet regulator, which ensures smoother, more precise massage settings.
StarSide thick, slat side panels and the corner element with RGB lighting provides
harmony with the interior of the spa. Lighting waterfalls on the edge of the pool
make the bathing more enjoyable. A renewed filter house design allows you to
enjoy your favorite movies on your tablet, thus enhancing the pleasant recreation.
Discovery is ideal for a larger company for an effortless entertainment with its 4
sitting and one reclining places. Its exclusive design and the 2016 improvements
make it such an amazing spa that your guests will surely be impressed.
If you are looking for premium quality and want to experience the brand’s latest
technologies, Discovery was created for you!
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explorer premium

premium

2 hydromassage pumps, 38 jets

deluxe
1

1

2

2
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explorer premium
Dimensions: 2130 x 1600 x 970 mm
Number of seats: 2 reclining places
Our latest developments will present themselves as models of SpaceLine range.
All seats provide immediate relief to the tired neck muscles due to the new pillow
with adjustable massage strength.
During the latest range development we built in a completely new, modern diverter
and air inlet regulator, which ensures smoother, more precise massage settings.
StarSide thick, slat side panels and the corner element with RGB lighting provides
harmony with the interior of the spa. Lighting waterfalls on the edge of the pool
make the bathing more enjoyable. A renewed filter house design allows you to
enjoy your favorite movies on your tablet, thus enhancing the pleasant recreation.
Explorer was specifically designed for those who would like to connect relaxation
with conversation. With this spa we wanted to meet these needs. In the opposing
reclining places conversation becomes effortless.
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Comfort and premium solutions

System information

GENERAL INFORMATION

Technical data

voyager deluxe

voyager premium

discovery deluxe

Dimensions

2360 x 2360 x 970 mm

2360 x 2360 x 970 mm

2180 x 2180 x 970 mm

Number of seats

5 reclining places

5 reclining places

1 reclining place, 4 sitting places

Materials

Poli-max reinforced acrylic spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max reinforced acrylic spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max ™ reinforced acrylic spa shell (6,3 mm)

™

™

2 cm polyfoam insulation

2 cm polyfoam insulation

2 cm polyfoam insulation

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

Drain

¾”

¾”

¾”

Water volume

1054 l

1054 l

931 l

Net weight

~ 400 kg

~ 400 kg

~ 350 kg

Power requirement

3 × 16A 400V/230V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 400V/230V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 400V/230V 50Hz optimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

3 pcs 3 HP single speed

2 pcs 3 HP double speed

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

1 pc 3 HP single speed

1 pc 3 HP single speed

Hydro massage pump
Circulation pump

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

73 jets

73 jets

61 jets

Water sanitization

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

2 antibacterial filters

2 antibacterial filters

2 antibacterial filters

Chromotherapy lighting

Exclusive and StarLight™ corner element lighting

Exclusive and StarLight™ corner element lighting

Exclusive and StarLight™ corner element lighting

in.Mix color therapy with 2 zones

–

Yes

–

2 lighting waterfall

2 lighting waterfall

1 lighting waterfall

Aromatic therapy

Yes

Yes

Yes

PULSAR™ Massage System

Optional

for one captain place

Optional

Wellis SmartPhone application

Optional

Yes

Optional

AQUASOUL™ Pro 4.1 sound system

Optional

2 round pop-up speakers (50W)+2 built-in
speakers (35W)

–

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 sound system

–

–

Optional

Auxiliary topside control panels

Optional (4 x 1 button)

4 x 1 button

Optional (2 x 1 button)

Thermo cover

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Technical data

discovery premium

explorer deluxe

explorer premium

Dimensions

2180 x 2180 x 970 mm

2130 x 1600 x 970 mm

2130 x 1600 x 970 mm

Number of seats

1 reclining place, 4 sitting places

2 reclining places

2 reclining places

Materials

Poli-max reinforced acrylic spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max reinforced acrylic spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max ™ reinforced acrylic spa shell (6,3 mm)

2 cm polyfoam insulation

2 cm polyfoam insulation

2 cm polyfoam insulation

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

™

™

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

Drain

¾”

¾”

¾”

Water volume

931 l

574 l

574 l

Net weight

~ 350 kg

~ 300 kg

~ 300 kg

Power requirement

3 × 16A 400V/230V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 400V/230V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 400V/230V 50Hz optimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 25A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 25A 230V/50Hz minimum

2 pcs 2 HP double speed

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

2 pcs 2 HP double speed

Hydro massage pump

1 pc 3 HP single speed
Circulation pump

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

61 jets

38 jets

38 jets

Water sanitization

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

2 antibacterial filters

2 antibacterial filters

2 antibacterial filters

Chromotherapy lighting

Exclusive and StarLight™ corner element lighting

Exclusive and StarLight™ corner element lighting

Exclusive and StarLight™ corner element lighting

in.Mix color therapy with 2 zones

Yes

–

Yes

1 lighting waterfall

1 lighting waterfall

1 lighting waterfall

Aromatic therapy

Yes

Yes

Yes

PULSAR™ Massage System

for one captain sitting place

–

–

Wellis SmartPhone application

Yes

Optional

Yes

AQUASOUL™ Pro 4.1 sound system

–

–

–

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 sound system

2 round Pop-up speakers (50W)

Optional

2 round Pop-up speakers (50W)

Auxiliary topside control panels

2 x 1 button

Optional (1 button)

1 button

Thermo cover

Yes

Yes

Yes
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SpaceLine options

Voyager deluxe

Voyager premium

Discovery DELUXE

Discovery PReMIUM

Explorer deluxe

Explorer premium

PULSAR™ Massage System for lounge

o



–

–

–

–

PULSAR™ Massage System for seat

–

–

o



–

–

o



o



o



o



–

–

–

–

WELLIS SmartPhone application with
WiFi receiver
AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system 4.1
AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system 2.1 round POP-UP

–

–

o



o



Auxiliary topside control panel 1 button

o



o



o



OXYGEN THERAPY™ system

o

o

o

o

–

–

Lighting jets (50-100 jets)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wellis REDOX system

o

o

o

o

–

–

Wellis free chlorine system

o

o

o

o

–

–

In.clear automatic water treatment system

o

o

o

o

o

o

Additional heater (3kW)

o

o

o

o

–

–

Heat pump

o

o

o

o

o

o

Scandinavian insulation

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Auxiliary topside
control panel
1 button

OXYGEN THERAPY™

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood textured
side cover
Signs: not available: - optional: o included: 

PULSAR™
Massage System

SmartPhone
application

AQUASOUL™ Pro sound
system

Lighting jets
(50-100 jets)

WELLIS REDOX,
free chlorine system

Heat pump
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in.clear water
treatment

Xtreme™
Thermo cover

Additional heater
(3kW)

Scandinavian
insulation

HorizontSide™ UVproof wood textured
side cover
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sitting in a hot tub raises the body temperature and enhances your
ability to relaxation.
olympus // everest // kilimanjaro // elbrus230 // elbrus

InoxLine

80
InoxLine
olympus
premium

premium

4 hydromassage pumps, 100 jets

5

1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8

4

6

3

7

2

1
8

deluxe

9

9

81

InoxLine

olympus premium
Dimensions: 3540 × 2300 × 980 mm
Number of seats: 2 reclining places, 7 sitting places
The Olympus Premium massage spa provides numerous potential uses. It is exceptionally suitable for larger get-togethers with friends or family members. Up
to 9 people can comfortably immerse themselves in the warm foams. It is also
perfectly suitable for athletes to relax or stretch their muscles or for training at
home. The Olympus Premium massage spa is equipped with all comfort-providing
functions typical of the Premium category, thereby providing perfect relaxation
and a feeling of leisure and pleasant recreation for its users. Enjoy the beneficial
effect of warm water with our Olympus Premium spa which, owing to its 7 sitting
and two reclining places and more than 100 jets, creates a spa experience more
exceptional than ever before.

82
InoxLine
everest
premium

premium

deluxe

1

4

2

5

4 hydromassage pumps, 98 jets

5

4

1

3

3
2
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InoxLine

everest premium
Dimensions: 2360 × 2360 × 950 mm
Number of seats: 2 reclining places, 3 sitting places
The EveRest Premium hot tub makes relaxation simply unforgettable with a
number of additional innovations on top of the equipment of the Deluxe version:
one lying place is especially well-equipped: it includes two 2 HP massage pumps,
the PULSAR™ system, and the control pad of the AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system.
The additional control panels and the WiFi SmartPhone application provide users
with a comfort level that has never before been experienced.
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InoxLine
kilimanjaro
premium

premium

deluxe

1

4

2

5

3

6

3 hydromassage pumps, 76 jets

6

1

5

2

4

3
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InoxLine

kilimanjaro premium
Dimensions: 2300 × 2300 × 940 mm
Number of seats: 1 reclining place, 5 sitting places
The Kilimanjaro Premium spa has all the features required of a premium category
hot tub. The AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system, SmartPhone mobile application with
WiFi, extra control panels for the local control of the massage pumps, and PULSAR™
system. Naturally, it also includes the comfort features of the Deluxe model.
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InoxLine
elbrus
230 premium

premium

deluxe

1

5

2

6

3

7

3 hydromassage pumps, 92 jets

7
1

6

2

5
3
4

4
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InoxLine

elbrus 230 premium
Dimensions: 2300 × 2300 × 900 mm
Number of seats: 7 sitting places
The Wellis Elbrus 230 Premium is the extended version of Wellis Elbrus spa. It’s
prestigious dimensions can provide room for ultimate WellDome™ foot massage
system.
This hot tub also features 78 chrome finished adjustable water jets and 14 air jets,
AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 POP-UP audio system, exclusive chromotherapy LED lighting
and PULSAR™ massage feature. The Elbrus 230 has enough space for 7 bathers,
so you can enjoy the ultimate ‘shoulder-to-toe’ massage with the people who
matter most to you.
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InoxLine
elbrus
premium

premium

deluxe

1

5

2

6

3

7

3 hydromassage pumps, 76 jets

7
1
6

2

5
3
4

4
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InoxLine

elbrus premium
Dimensions: 2180 × 2180 × 910 mm
Number of seats: 7 sitting places
A main control unit and two extra control panels are included with this model.
The massage pumps can thus be controlled from any of the seats. Besides,
the PULSAR™ system enables you to choose from 9 tailor-made massage
programmes in one of the seats. The fantastic AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system
and the smartphone WiFi application that provides exceptional comfort were all
included in the basic equipment of the Elbrus Premium hot tub.
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technical data

olympus deluxe

olympus premium

Everest deluxe

everest premium

kilimanjaro deluxe

InoxLine
Dimensions

3540 x 2300 x 980 mm

3540 x 2300 x 980 mm

2360 × 2360 × 950 mm

2360 × 2360 × 950 mm

2300 × 2300 × 940 mm

Number of seats

2 reclining places, 3 sitting
2 reclining place, 7 sitting places 2 reclining place, 7 sitting places
places

2 reclining places, 3 sitting
places

1 reclining place, 5 sitting places

Materials

Fiberglass reinforced acrylic spa Fiberglass reinforced acrylic spa Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic spa Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic spa
shell (5 mm), Sterling silver
shell (5 mm), Sterling silver
shell (6,3 mm)
shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic spa
shell (6,3 mm)

Stainless steel frame

Stainless steel frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

Water volume

~ 900 kg

~ 900 kg

1560 l

1560 l

1450 l

Net weight

2331 l

2331 l

~ 410 kg

~ 420 kg

~ 410 kg

Power requirement

3 x 20A 230V/50Hz (400V)

3 x 20A 230V/50Hz (400V)

3 × 20A 230V/400V 50Hz

3 × 20A 230V/400V 50Hz

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum
1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

Hydro massage pump

2 pcs 3 HP single speed

2 pcs 3 HP double speed

2 pcs 3 HP single speed

2 pcs 3 HP double speed

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

3 pcs 3 HP single speed

Air blower

Silent™ hot air blower

Silent™ hot air blower

Silent™ hot air blower
450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower
450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower
450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Circulation pump

1 HP Circ. pump

1 HP Circ. pump

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

100 jets (2 counterflow, lightning
option)

100 jets (2 counterflow, lightning
option)

98 jets (10 air jets)

98 jets (10 air jets)

76 jets (12 air jets)

-

-

1 Magmajet™

1 Magmajet™

-

Water sanitization

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

Chromotherapy lighting

Central (2 × 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (20 × 1 LED)

Central (2 × 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (20 × 1 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (16 × 1 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (16 × 1 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (15 × 1 LED)

In.mix chromotherapy lighting
with 2 zones

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

-

Aromatic therapy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PULSAR™ Massage System

Optional for one reclining place

for one reclining place

Optional

for 1 reclining place

Optional

Wellis SmartPhone application

Optional

Yes

Optional

Yes

Optional

Yes

Optional

2 round pop-up speakers (50W)
+ 2 built-in spakers (35W)
+ 1 subwoofer (120W)

-

-

-

-

Optional

1 button/ 4 buttons

Optional/Optional

1 button/ 4 buttons

Optional/Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

AQUASOUL™ Pro 4.1 sound
system

Optional

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 sound
system
Auxiliary topside control panels
Optional/Optional
1 button/4 buttons
Thermo cover

Yes
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technical data

kilimanjaro premium

ELBRUS 230 DELUXE

ELBRUS 230 premium

ELBRUS DELUXE

ELBRUS premium

Dimensions

2300 × 2300 × 940 mm

2300 × 2300 × 900 mm

2300 × 2300 × 900 mm

2180 × 2180 × 910 mm

2180 × 2180 × 910 mm

Number of seats

1 reclining place, 5 sitting places

7 sitting places

7 sitting places

7 sitting places

7 sitting places

Materials

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic spa
shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic spa
shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic spa
shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic spa
shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic spa
shell (6,3 mm)

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

StarSide™ UV-proof wood textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

Water volume

1450 l

1560 l

1560 l

1310 l

1310 l

Net weight

~ 420 kg

~ 410 kg

~ 420 kg

~ 310 kg

~ 340 kg

Power requirement
Hydro massage pump

InoxLine

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum 3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum 3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum 3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum 3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum
1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

2 pcs 3 HP double speed

3 pcs 3 HP single speed

2 pcs 3 HP double speed

3 pcs 2 HP single speed

2 pcs 2 HP double speed

1 pc 3 HP single speed

1 pc 3 HP single speed

1 pc 2 HP single speed

Air blower

Silent™ hot air blower
450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower
450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower
450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower
450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower
450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Circulation pump

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

76 jets (12 air jets)

92 jets (14 air jets)

92 jets (14 air jets)

76 jets (14 air jets)

76 jets (14 air jets)

-

-

-

-

-

Water sanitization

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

3 antimicrobial filters

2 antimicrobial filters

2 antimicrobial filters

Chromotherapy lighting

Central (1 x 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (15 × 1 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (16 × 1 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (16 × 1 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (16 × 1 LED)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs) &
Exclusive (16 × 1 LED)

In.mix chromotherapy lighting
with 2 zones

Yes

-

Yes

-

Yes

Aromatic therapy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PULSAR™ Massage System

for 1 captain sitting place

Optional

for 1 captain sitting place

Optional

for 1 captain sitting place

Wellis SmartPhone application

yes

Optional

Yes

Optional

Yes

AQUASOUL™ Pro 4.1 sound
system

-

-

-

-

-

Optional

2 oval pop-up speakers (50W)
+ 1 subwoofer (120W)

Optional

2 oval pop-up speakers (50W)
+ 1 subwoofer (120W)

Optional/Optional

1 button/ 4 buttons

Optional/Optional

1 button/ 4 buttons

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 sound
2 oval pop-up speakers (50W)
system
+ 1 subwoofer (120W)
Auxiliary topside control panels
1 button/ 4 buttons
1 button/4 buttons
Thermo cover

Yes
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Olympus
deluxe

olympus
premium

everest
DELUXE

everest
PReMIUM

kilimanjaro
deluxe

kilimanjaro
premium

PULSAR™ Massage System for lounge

o



o



–

–

PULSAR™ Massage System for seat

–

–

–

–

o



o



o



o



o



o



–

–

options
InoxLine

WELLIS SmartPhone application
with WiFi receiver
AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system 4.1
AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system 2.1 oval POP-UP

–

–

–

–

o



Auxiliary topside control panel 1 button

o



o



o



Auxiliary topside control panel 4 buttons

o



o



o



Wellis Vario Pods

o

o

o

o

o

o

OXYGEN THERAPY™ system

–

–

o

o

o

o

Lighting jets (50-100 jets)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wellis REDOX system

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wellis free chlorine system

o

o

o

o

o

o

In.clear automatic water treatment system

o

o

o

o

o

o

Additional heater (3kW)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Heat pump

o

o

o

o

o

o

Scandinavian insulation

o

o

o

o

o

o

–

–

o

o

o

o

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood textured
side cover

Signs: not available: - optional: o included: 

PULSAR™
Massage System

SmartPhone
application

AQUASOUL™ Pro sound
system

Auxiliary topside
control panel
1 button

Auxiliary topside
control panel
4 buttons

Wellis Vario Pods

OXYGEN THERAPY™

Lighting jets
(50-100 jets)
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elbrus230
deluxe

elbrus230
premium

elbrus
deluxe

elbrus
premium

PULSAR™ Massage System for lounge

–

–

–

–

PULSAR™ Massage System for seat

o



o



o



o



AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system 4.1

–

–

–

–

AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system 2.1 oval POP-UP

o



o



Auxiliary topside control panel 1 button

o



o



Auxiliary topside control panel 4 buttons

o



o



Wellis Vario Pods

o

o

o

o

OXYGEN THERAPY™ system

o

o

o

o

Lighting jets (50-100 jets)

o

o

o

o

Wellis REDOX system

o

o

o

o

Wellis free chlorine system

o

o

o

o

In.clear automatic water treatment system

o

o

o

o

Additional heater (3kW)

o

o

o

o

Heat pump

o

o

o

o

Scandinavian insulation

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

options

WELLIS SmartPhone application
with WiFi receiver

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood textured
side cover

WELLIS REDOX,
free chlorine system

Heat pump

in.clear water
treatment

Xtreme™
Thermo cover

Additional heater
(3kW)

Scandinavian
insulation

InoxLine

HorizontSide™ UVproof wood textured
side cover
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A WELLIS moment… your escape to another calmer, inviting place far away from the stress of your day yet just a few steps across
the garden.
zonza // manhattan // palermo // malaga

InoxLine

96

zonza premium

premium

2 hydromassage pumps, 53 jets

1

InoxLine

1

deluxe

3

2

3

2
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InoxLine

zonza premium
Dimensions: 2010 × 1530 × 770 mm
Number of seats: 1 reclining place, 2 sitting places
Despite its small size, we built in everything in this model, what we thought
essential to a high-end hot tub. The 24 jets on a reclining place ensures the Body
Flow (whole body) massage experience - thanks to a diverter we use the full
capacity of a hydro massage pump on one place. With the standard SmartPhone™
equipment you can turn on the heating system or water purification in the cottage
or in your home before you leave.
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manhattan premium

premium

2 hydromassage pumps, 36 jets

1

InoxLine

2

deluxe

1

2

3

3
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InoxLine

manhattan premium
Dimensions: 2130 × 1600 × 750 mm
Number of seats: 1 reclining place, 2 sitting places
The Manhattan spa includes massage jets directed towards the calves and hips
and 6 air jets to provide a smooth, relaxing massage.
We have built in 2 massage pumps and the Silent™ hot air bubble pump to serve
perfectly all 36 massage jets. The Aromatic therapy and LED lighting placed just
under the water further increase the perfect massage experience.
The Manhattan hot tub is a life-long present that provides relief and health both
for body and soul.
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palermo premium

premium

2 hydromassage pumps, 57 jets
InoxLine

deluxe
1

4

2

5

5

1

4

3

3

2
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InoxLine

palermo premium
Dimensions: 2180 × 2180 × 870 mm
Number of seats: 2 reclining places, 3 sitting places
The countless number of massage jets, hot air bubble bath, built-in aromatic
therapy, exclusive colour therapy, and UV-C water sanitizer of the Palermo add a
further level of enjoyment to your spa. The intensity of the massage can easily be
adjusted at three points of the spa by the air injector controls. Thus the intensity
of the hydro massage can be changed individually at the seating and lying places
of the hot tub. The 0.19 kW energy-efficient water circulation pump protects not
only your wallet, but also the environment as well.
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malaga premium

premium

2 hydromassage pumps, 58 jets
InoxLine

deluxe
1

4

2

5

3

6

6

1

2

3

5

4
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InoxLine

malaga premium
Dimensions: 2000 × 2000 × 910 mm
Number of seats: 1 reclining place, 5 sitting places
The Malaga Premium spa with its innovative solutions (switchable shoulder
and neck massage jets) provides a relaxing massage after a busy day. The 58
massage jets, the enhanced-power massage pumps, aromatic therapy, the double
chromotherapy lighting (central underwater and exclusive colour therapy) and
the Silent™ hot-air blower are all responsible for a relaxing massage experience.
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technical data

GENERAL
INFORMATION

MANHATTAN DELUXE

MANHATTAN premium
2130 × 1600 × 750 mm

Dimensions

2010 × 1530 × 770 mm

2010 × 1530 × 770 mm

Number of seats

1 reclining place, 2 sitting places

1 reclining place, 2 sitting places

1 reclining place, 2 sitting places

1 reclining place, 2 sitting places

Materials

Poli-max reinforced acrylic
spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max reinforced acrylic
spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic
spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic
spa shell (6,3 mm)

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

720 l

720 l

660 l

660 l
~ 290 kg

Water volume

SYSTEM INFORMATIONS

zonza PReMIUM

2130 × 1600 × 750 mm

InoxLine

™

™

Net weight

~280 kg

~280 kg

~ 290 kg

Power requirement

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum
2 pcs 2 HP single speed

Hydro massage pump

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

2 pcs 2 HP single speed

Air blower

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W
230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W
230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W
230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W
230V/50Hz

Circulation pump

LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)

LAING water circulation pump (0,1 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater
Smart Touch
36 jets (6 air jets)

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

53 jets (10 air jets)

53 jets (10 air jets)

36 jets (6 air jets)

Water sanitization

Chromotherapy lighting
COmfort solutions

zonza DELUXE

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

1 antimicrobial filter

1 antimicrobial filter

1 recessed antimicrobial filter

1 recessed antimicrobial filter

Central (1 x 55 LEDs)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs)

Exclusive (12 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (12 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (10 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (10 × 1 LED)

Aromatic therapy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PULSAR™ Massage System

Optional

for 1 captain sitting place

-

-

WELLIS SmartPhone application

Optional

Yes

Optional

Yes

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 POP-UP
sound system

Optional

2 oval pop-up speaker (50W)
+ 1 subwoofer (120W)

Optional

2 oval flat speakers (35W)
+ 1 subwoofer (120W)

Auxiliary topside control panel

Optional

4 buttons

Optional

4 buttons

Thermo cover

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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technical data

palermo DELUXE

palermo premium

malaga deluxe

Dimensions

2180 × 2180 × 870 mm

2180 × 2180 × 870 mm

2000 × 2000 × 910 mm

2000 × 2000 × 910 mm

Number of seats

2 reclining places, 3 sitting places

2 reclining places, 3 sitting places

1 reclining places, 5 sitting places

1 reclining places, 5 sitting places

Materials

Poli-max ™ reinforced acrylic
spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max ™ reinforced acrylic
spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic
spa shell (6,3 mm)

Poli-max™ reinforced acrylic
spa shell (6,3 mm)

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

WPS frame

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

HorizontSide™ UV-proof wood
textured side cover

Water volume

1315 l

1315 l

1315 l

1315 l

Net weight

~ 350 kg

~ 350 kg

~ 350 kg

~ 350 kg

Power requirement

malaga premium

InoxLine

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

Hydro massage pump

2 pcs 3 HP single speed

2 pcs 3 HP single speed

2 pcs 3 HP single speed

2 pcs 3 HP single speed

Air blower

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W
230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W
230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W
230V/50Hz

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W
230V/50Hz

Circulation pump

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

W-EC Pump (0,19 kW)

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

Control system

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Smart Touch

Total number of jets

57 jets (10 air jets)

57 jets (10 air jets)

58 jets (12 air jets)

58 jets (12 air jets)

Water sanitization

Chromotherapy lighting

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

UV-C water sanitizer

1 recessed antimicrobial filter

1 recessed antimicrobial filter

1 antimicrobial filter

1 antimicrobial filter

Central (1 x 55 LEDs)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs)

Central (1 x 55 LEDs)

Exclusive (16 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (16 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (15 × 1 LED)

Exclusive (15 × 1 LED)

Aromatic therapy

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PULSAR™ Massage System

Optional

for 1 captain sitting place

Optional

for 1 captain sitting place

WELLIS SmartPhone application

Optional

Yes

Optional

Yes

AQUASOUL™ Pro 2.1 POP-UP
sound system

Optional

2 oval flat speaker (35W)
+ 1 subwoofer (120W)

Optional

2 oval pop-up speaker (50W)
+ 1 subwoofer (120W)

Auxiliary topside control panel

Optional

4 buttons

Optional

4 buttons

Thermo cover

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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zonza
deluxe

zonza
premium

manhattan
deluxe

manhattan
premium

palermo
deluxe

palermo
premium

malaga
deluxe

malaga
premium

PULSAR™ Massage System for seat

–

–

–

–

–

–

o



InoxLineMassage System for lounge
PULSAR™

o



–

–

o



–

–

o



o



o



o



AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system 2.1 oval POP-UP

o



–

–

–

–

o



AQUASOUL™ Pro sound system 2.1 oval flat

–

–

o



o



–

–

Auxiliary topside control panel

o



o



o



o



cityline options

WELLIS SmartPhone application with
WiFi receiver

Wellis Vario Pods

o

o

–

–

o

o

o

o

OXYGEN THERAPY™ system

–

–

o

o

o

o

o

o

Lighting jets (1-50 jets)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wellis REDOX system

–

–

–

–

o

o

o

o

Wellis free chlorine system

–

–

–

–

o

o

o

o

Heat pump

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

In.clear automatic water treatment system

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Additional heater (3kW)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Scandinavian insulation

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Signs: not available: - optional: o included: 

PULSAR™ Massage
System

WELLIS SmartPhone
application

AQUASOUL™ Pro sound
system 2.1

Wellis Vario Pods

OXYGEN THERAPY™

Lighting jets
(1-50 jets)

Wellis REDOX, free
chlorine system

Additional heater
(3kW)
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Heat pump

In.clear water
treatment system

Xtreme™
Thermo cover
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A spa’s soothing waters decrease stress and help you unwind.

InoxLine

acapulco deep-in

110
InoxLine

acapulco deep-in

acapulco deep-in

3 hydromassage pumps, 40 jets

1

4

2

5

3

6

6

1

5

2
4

3
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InoxLine

acapulco deep-in
Dimensions: Diameter 2400 mm
Number of seats: 6 sitting places
In designing the Wellis Acapulco Deep-In massage spa, we tried to meet the most
exacting demands of our future customers in terms of design and comfort, with
strictly no compromises!
The deck-level water creates an exceptionally unique ambiance, so you can easily
feel the luxury of the wellness section of a 5-star spa hotel in your own home.
The central lighting and exclusive colour therapy with 12 LED spot lights as standard
provide a special ambiance for a party with friends or family.
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roundline options

Dimensions

Diameter: 2400 mm

Wellis SmartPhone application with

Number of seats

6 sitting places

WiFi receiver

Materials

Poli-max ™ reinforced acrylic spa shell (6,3 mm)

Auxiliary topside control panels

Metal structure

1 button

GENERAL INFORMATION

Filter grid

1 set

Drain

¾”

Water volume
Net weight

Auxiliary topside control panels
4 button

1470 l
~ 250 kg

Power requirement

3 × 16A 230V/400V 50Hz optimum

System information

1 × 32A 230V/50Hz minimum

Comf.
prem.

acapulco
DEEP-IN

Acapulco DEEP-in

Technical data

o
o
o

Wellis Vario Pods

o

Lighting jet (1-50 jets)

o

Oxygen Therapy™

o

Hydro massage pump

3 pcs 2 HP single speed

Air blower

Silent™ hot air blower 450W+300W 230V/50Hz

Sand filter set for private use (5 or 6
m³/h) (sand filter+circulation pump)

o

Circulation pump

0,3 - 1 HP 230V/50Hz

Heating unit

3kW/230V/50Hz heater

isolated buffer tank (~ 1000 l)

o

Control system

SmartTouch (outside the spa)

Wellis REDOX system

o

Total number of jets

40 jets (12 air jets)

Wellis free chlorine system

o

Water sanitization

UV-C water sanitizer

PH/RX automatic water
treatment system

Optional

In.clear automatic water treatment
system

o

Additional heater (3kW)

o

Chromotherapy lighting

Central (1x55LEDs) & Exclusive (12x1 LED)

Auxiliary topside control panels
(1 button/4 buttons)

Optional/Optional

Xtreme™ Thermo cover

o

Thermo cover

Yes
Signs: not available - // optional o // included 

WELLIS SmartPhone
application

Auxiliary topside
control panel
1 button

Auxiliary topside
control panel
4 buttons

Wellis Vario Pods

OXYGEN THERAPY™

Lighting jet (1-50 jets)

Wellis REDOX, free
chlorine system

Sand filter set
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in.clear water
treatment system

Xtreme™
Thermo cover

Additional heater
(3kW)

Isolated buffer tank
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convenient accessories
wellis spaziano tray
The plastic tray has a stainless steel support that can be mounted
to the side panel of the spa cabinet and can also be rotated 360
degrees.
wooden spa step
Simple straight forward steps work well with our Floor Mount Handrail to provide easy, safe access in and out of your spa.
floor mount handrail
This rail bolts into the ground to form a really secure full length
handrail suitable for commercial as well as domestic spas when
total access security is required.
SPA WAND
The SPA WAND manual pool cleaner is a great device for collecting particles from the footwell and seats without needing to drain
down the water.
spa filter cleaning system
Our new spa filter cleaning system is a unique patented filter cleaning system, designed to clean whirlpool and hot tub filters to perfection in just a flash.
Wellis Spa Umbrella
Perfect for rain or shine our spa brolly utilises the weight of the spa
to hold it in place. It can be opened, closed or tilted with ease by a
simple hand crank, whilst its height can be adjusted at the push
of a button.
Height: 260 cm, Umbrella diameter: 275 cm
Wellis Towel bar
A useful accessory for any spa on which you can store your towel
and clothes without them getting wet or creased. Folds away between uses.

WelliStep
Maintenance free spa steps, made of UV-resistant plastic with anti-slip rubber treads - the best choice for your Wellis spa.
Size: 707 x 621 x 425 mm
Wellis Spa GRIP
The rust-proof rails have an anti-slip foam rubber grip and can be
fixed to the side panel of the spa cabinet to provide convenient and
safe access in and out of the spa.

Wellis Spaziano Tray

wooden spa step

floor mount handrail

spa filter
cleaning system

Wellis spa umbrella

Wellis Towel bar

Wellistep

Wellis Spa Grip

filter cleaner

spa cleaner

filter cleaner granulate
For crystal clear jacuzzi water, clean your pool’s filter once a week
with Wellis Crystal Filter Cleaner.
Spa Wand

spa cleaner
Spa Cleaner has been specifically designed for cleaning your pipes
and your spa pool. It frees your spa pool’s lines from lime scale and
contaminant residues. Use Spa Cleaner whenever you change the
water. We recommend replacing the water in your pool quarterly.
Spa Cleaner Is eco-frlendly and bio-degradable.
wellis crystal watertreatment
(for spas and swim spas)
WellisCrystal is an environmentally friendly water care system, that
can be used in your spa or hot tub. Wellis Crystal will help you to
keep the water in your spa clean in a safe, simple and effective way.
Expander
(TRAINING AND ROWING SET for swim spas)
The expander combined with paddles offers the experience of real
rowing. At the same time, the expander alone, fixed to the attachment on the side of the pool, can be used for a number of different
fitness trainings.
AQUABIKE (A GREAT FITNESS AND REHABILITATION
APPLIANCE for swim spas)
The Aquabike is recommended to those who seek a general fitness
training, need exercises for rehabilitation, or simply enjoy cycling.
expander

aquabike

Wellis crystal
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spa covers

Xtreme™ winter cover

Thermal cover
We manufacture all our own covers to ensure consistent
quality and the highest level of thermal insulation effectiveness.
This helps to keep our customer’s energy costs to a minimum. Our covers include features like a full length hinge
buffer seal, internal vapour seal, and a marine grade UV
resistant outer cover. The top surface slopes like a house
roof so that rain can easily run off.
Available in the following colours:

Chocolate
Brown

new

Light grey

Sand Beige

WELLIS Spa Bag
The Wellis Spa Bag provides protection from the weather, so keeping your Wellis spa in great condition between
uses, particularly when away on holidays etc.
Insulated Spa Bag is also available to help reduce
electricity costs even further during the colder winter
months.

Dark Grey

new

Snow White
indoor

The Xtreme™ cover is for extreme winter climates where
the temperature is often below zero. Its extra thickness
(180mm at the centre) increases its insulation properties as well as adding strength to cope with high snow
loads. Not recommended for more temperate climates.

Marine Blue
indoor

UNIQUE ThermO Covers
We can make spa thermo covers for any shape, or any size,
in different colours. Please contact your Wellis dealer for
more information.

Universal thermal cover lifting device
The thermal cover folds around this frame and cantilevers over the rear edge of the spa, very easy operation
whatever the size or weight of the cover – particularly suitable for the more bulky Wellis Xtreme™ thermal
cover.
wellis easy lifter
Forget struggling with heavy spa covers. Wellis Easy
Lifter is here to help you out.
This side mounted device requires the smallest free
space ever behind the spa, (no more than 40 cm) and is
made of top quality materials.
•
adjustable width and length for all sizes of spas
•
durable, powder coated surface
•
black foam antislip grips
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The pictures in the catalogue are for illustration purposes only.
The publisher reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.
wellis.com
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